
Review: FrSky (‘free-sky’) Neuron ESC

First impressions were very good. The ESC comes packed in foam in a solid plastic box. It
is very strongly made with a thick aluminium plate top and bottom. All sides are open. 
There are two servo-style sockets to connect to the receiver – one for the throttle/BEC 
lead (PWM) and the other for the Smartport (S.Port). You need leads with both ends 
female (socket rather than pin). You will need to cut the red core on the PWM lead if using 
a separate receiver battery, but this is a separate lead so you are not cutting one that is  
permanently connected to the ESC. The ESCs are compact with good heat sinks and are 
available in 40, 60 and 80 amp versions with 50% extra capacity for short times (burst). All 
versions are the same size and weight, though different prices, and can be connected to 
3S to 6S batteries.

After soldering on XT90 and 4mm bullet connectors and sleeving, the device weighed 73g.
This is exactly the same as a Turnigy Plush 60A, though of course the latter has no 
telemetry. The sizes are: Neuron: 60 x 33 x 16 mm Plush: 72 x 30 x 17 mm so the Neuron 
is just a bit shorter. Other ESCs are available. 

Clearly this is designed with racing quads in mind, as it is marked BLheli. More about 
BLHeli later. However I will use it on fixed wing. 

The device includes a range of FrSky telemetry. I tested the telemetry using a Taranis X9D
plus transmitter running OpenTx V2.2.2 and a freestanding X8R receiver. Initially no motor 
was connected, so the current, rpm and mAh consumption data were zero. I allowed the 
ESC to power up the receiver through the BEC and the voltage shown in RxBt was 4.9V.  
Using a voltmeter I checked whether this was the voltage sent by the BEC and it was, so 
the BEC appears to default to 5V. It can provide 7A. The voltage can be changed. Much 
more of that later.



After using ‘Discover new sensors’ on the Taranis all of the data appeared as follows:
Data names    Values during test.
0E50      2560804 This stores encrypted BEC values whatever that means.
EscV 16.71V Lipo voltage Volt
EscA 0.00A Motor current Amp
EscR 0rpm Motor speed RPM
EscC 0mAh Consumpt – mAh used mAh
EscT 44°C ESC temperature Temp

As you see the data (sensors) have different names from the ones created by separate 
telemetry devices. They seem sensible but I changed them to those shown in the last 
column above. This makes the telemetry screen more understandable. All have the same 
device ID (17). If using two of these in a twin motor model you will have to change the 
device ID for one set of devices. 

I then added the new data to a numeric telemetry screen which worked perfectly. I decided
also to add Amp+ and RPM+ so that I can have a reading of the maximum current and 
motor speed during the flight. The former will be essential to make sure that I have the 
correct propellor fitted. To get maximum safe power I want about 90% of the maximum 
current for the motor when the prop is unloaded in the air.

Then I connected a sizable 4Max motor and ran it up, hand held, without a propellor. 
Sensors  Amp, RPM, mAh now generated data. The rpm one showed over 30000 rpm 
which puzzled me until I remembered that rpm has to be calibrated for the number of coils 
in the motor, and defaults to one. I’ve edited the sensor to the 12 coils for the Eflite Power 
46 that it will be connected to when I install the ESC in a model. The defaults appear to 
work fine for fixed wing, though I think braking is set on as the motor stopped sharply.

Advantages

There are three: size, weight and cost

Size: The dimensions of the Neuron are good compared with other makes, and no further 
sensors are needed so the whole setup takes up much less space. Glider pilots might 
want the separate vario and GPS sensors, though the former is now built in to some FrSky
receivers.

Weight: The Neuron is no heavier than most ESCs and you will not need to install other 
sensors with their associated wires. To match the Neuron you need lipo voltage, current 
and speed/temperature sensors which add up to about 27g plus wires. We are not told 
what the current sensor will read up to, but I assume that it will be at least the current 
capacity of the ESC.

Cost (Sept 19 prices): Neuron 40 £45.60, Neuron 60 £55.20, Neuron 80 £63.60. Unless
you need an air speed, vario or GPS sensor, that’s it. The cheapest FrSky sensors are: 
lipo £10.44 (2.8g), current £17.00 (17g),  rpm/temp £14.50 (6.7g). That’s another £42.

What don’t I like?

It’s not often I get cross with FrSky but this time I am. Much of the manual is concerned 
with setting up quads, so I guess that is the target use. However I want to use it in fixed 
wing models so all I need to set is the battery elimination circuit (BEC) voltage, and 



possibly motor timing and braking. The BEC default is 5V but you can set it to up to 8.4 for 
higher voltage servos. So what makes me cross? FrSky doesn’t answer the question, ‘how
do you do it?’. 

What does the ESC manual say? “The SBEC voltage can be adjusted through LUA (FrOS 
& OpenTX Supported) or through FreeLink App with Airlink S.” Er, what? That’s it. No 
instructions on how to do this. The ESCs are very new so there is little on the fora. There 
are many other parameters to set up but I am hoping that the defaults will work for fixed 
wing.

So using some logic on the manual information it appears that there are two suggested 
methods. The first is Lua, which is a programming language. I think there are simpler 
options, using computer software and USB devices. However I will pursue this later.

So what is the second option, FreeLink App and Airlink S?  You need to buy a FrSky 
device called an S.Port Air Link-S device and read the manual. You also need to unzip and
install the FreeLink app on your computer which can be downloaded from the FrSky site 
(https://www.frsky-rc.com/s-port-airlink/). The file is called ‘frsky_update_Sport_rev14.zip’. 
Well I tried. And tried.  But I could not get the connection to the ESC to work, so I put that 
to one side for now.

Third way: Using a BLHeli USB toolstick with Neuron ESCs

However there is a third way to set up the ESC. Richard Bago of T9hobbysport suggested 
using the BLHeli software to set the parameters. You have to buy a USB dongle called a 
toolstick for your computer that connects to the PWM connector on the ESC.

 These toolsticks are sold under a variety of names from many sources.

You must install the free BLHeliSuite32 (9.6Mb). To download for Windows go to 
http://www.mediafire.com/file/9ylhp0s0ces4tw2/BLHeliSuite32_32700.zip/file
(The site also has versions for other computers and devices.)

After getting your virus checker to scan it, unzip it.
Open it.
Plug in the toolstick.
Connect the toolstick to the PWM connector on the ESC using a female/female 
servo lead with the red wire cut.
Click Select BLHeli_32 Interface
Click on BLHeli Bootloader (USB/Com)
Select the Port, in this case COM 4. (This will be different for linux and Apple computers.)
Power up the ESC (connect a battery).
Click Read Setup
If all is well you get the message ‘ESC#1 setup read successfully’

http://www.mediafire.com/file/9ylhp0s0ces4tw2/BLHeliSuite32_32700.zip/file
https://www.frsky-rc.com/s-port-airlink/


Click OK
You should now see the following screen. Notice the word ESC1 and the name Neuron 
(confusingly Neuron 40 as mine was a 60)

Notice also the following:
 I had already calibrated my transmitter throttle stick (see later) so the range is 

Minimum 1007 and the Maximum 2020 (milliseconds).
 Brake On Stop is Off. For a folding prop on a glider you set this on.
 Motor direction is Normal. If you click on the Normal button you get the following 

options, including centre-off for Bi-directional, possibly useful for float-planes to 
reverse out of reeds.

At this point, as they wisely say in Norfolk, ‘Hold you hard’. You can change any of the 
settings then send them to the ESC by clicking Write Setup. But before you start, read the
manual then read it again. To get the full manual click BLHeli_32 info. 



For fixed wing you probably won’t need to change any of the more esoteric options. 
However possible candidates you might consider are:
Rampup Power
Low Voltage Protection
Current Protection
Motor Timing
Beacon

Another good idea is to use the Save Screenshot menu option. It will be a .png file similar
to BLHeliSuite32ESC setup_190925_1.png, with a different date (YYMMDD) and version
(190925_1). Then copy or print it. Then when you mess up you can easily reset the ESC to
the original settings. Anyway it will be a good idea to save a screenshot when you are 
happy with the setup.

The fourth way: Throttle calibration using the transmitter

You might not need to use any of the above methods. Read on.

I fitted the ESC into my motor test bed, running a Turnigy 3542 motor on a 4S lipo battery. 
To start I used a self-powered servo tester to provide the throttle signal.  I connected the 
battery. The ESC made quite a few beeps but when I pushed the tester to full throttle the 
motor turned quite slowly. Clearly throttle calibration is needed for this ESC.
 
The instructions came from the end of the BLHeli32 manual. Notice - not from the Neuron 
manual. 

Push the throttle stick to maximum.
Connect the battery.
You then get – wait for it ...
Three fast rising beeps
One long low beep   (signal detected)
Four slow high beeps (measuring setting)
Three sets of four fast rising beeps  (max throttle stored)
Silence
Pull the throttle to minimum.
Four slow lots of two low beeps (seemed more) (measuring setting)
Three sets of four fast falling beeps (min throttle stored)
Then the startup, arming tones:
Three rising tones (Power on)
One long low tone (Signal detected)
One long high tone (Zero throttle detected)

That’s almost enough to orchestrate as the theme of a symphony. I wonder what would 
happen if I fed it to the phone app that recognises tunes?

And then, on throttle up, the motor ran full chat. There was no need to disconnect the 
battery to reset it. Next I connected the Neuron to an X8R receiver on the test bed, 
powered with a separate battery. I had to go through the calibration again for the X9D 
transmitter throttle. All the telemetry sensors produced good data after discovery.



I am getting to like the tune. Maybe I’ll write a rap to it celebrating the joys of FrSky. Then a
Spektrum, Futaba or Hitec lover can write another and we’ll do a battle rap on the flying 
field.

Oh yes. One tiny extra. According to the BLHeli manual you can set the throttle so it is 
centre zero and the motor can then go both forward and reverse. Why would you want to? 
If you fly off water you might want to reverse out of reeds, as you can with the reverse on 
the Tundra model. I don’t yet know if you can do that with the Neurons though.

In summary this is a very impressive device that I will definitely be using for up to 6S 
setups. However, come on FrSky! You have created an excellent product but spoiled it with
a useless manual. If these ESCs are to catch on you must make their setup much easier, 
ideally with a programming card like other ESCs. I got my Neuron from T9HobbySport as it
was the only supplier to have one in stock and their service is excellent. 

Test flights

Setup
I fitted it in a Wot trainer with a separate receiver battery. This has an Eflite Power 46 
turning a 13 x 8 prop. Current ratings are 40A continuous and 55A burst. I set up my 
telemetry screen to display current, maximum current, rpm, maximum rpm, consumpt 
(mAh used) and battery voltage. The battery was a fully charged 5 Ah 4S nanotech with 
internal resistances of about 3mΩ. 

Current and power
Full throttle current was 55A static and 40 to 50A in the air. This rose to 52A in 
manoeuvres. This makes the maximum average power about 52 x 14.4 = 748 W. The spec
shows 800W.
Cruise current was 20 to 30A in level flight and taxiing was around 15A. 

Consumption
I also checked the consumption figures. I landed after nine minutes having used 3000mAh.
A meter showed 49% remaining, which was a bit high. The charger pushed in 2870mAh to 
full charge. The error was 5% which is excellent for a low cost device and good enough to 
rely on for maximum safe flying time.

Rpm
I think the rpm is wrong. According to the spec it should be 14.4 x 670 = 9648. I will check 
that I have the number of coils correct for the RPM sensor. The spec gives 12 pole but is 
this the figure that should go into the sensor edit? The full throttle readings were 4660 
static and 4875 in the air. This is about half what it should be. The numbers give about a 
5% unloading in the air. I edited the sensor to 6 pairs rather than 12 poles and got a 
reading of just over 9000. 

Power
After carrying out the flight tests I realised that I could have recorded power as well. I then 
created a calculated sensor called Watt by multiplying current and voltage and setting the 
unit to watt W. I selected integer value so avoiding decimal places. I displayed Watt and 
Watt+ on the screen. I carried out a static test. Clearly the current is measured in amps not
milliamps as the simple multiplication gave watts. With a fully charged battery I got a 
reading of just over 900W. The full charge voltage is 16.8 so multiplying this by 55A gives 



924W. Therefore the calculation seems to give a correct result. It also shows that under full
charge the motor is being asked to produce slightly more than the specified power. 

Conclusion
The propeller is about right, though it is pushing the motor to its current limits. The 
telemetry gives good results. 

Sources

Ebay sources for devices
S.Port Air Link-S Megafun2016 eModele.net  (Cracow, Poland)   £22.87 inc postage 

or Banggood  £29.11 inc postage 
BLHeli  toolstick rc-terminal   (Erfut, Germany)  £16.01 inc postage  
Other
Neurons T9HobbySport : https://www.t9hobbysport.com.

Software and manuals
BLHeliSuite32: 

http://www.mediafire.com/file/9ylhp0s0ces4tw2/BLHeliSuite32_32700.zip/file
Freelink app:  https://www.frsky-rc.com/s-port-airlink/
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